Human-Centred Parking
Driven Crazy by
Car Parking…
Like it or not, Australia is a car-dominated
society — and a necessity of our car-based
travel is the need for car parking facilities.
For most road-users, the experience of driving is
beset with frustrations relating to congestion and
delays. These frustrations are not limited to the road
network, but also to car parking — caused by the
complex and competing needs of parking users.
Parking frustrations can leave a negative ‘aftertaste’
in a journey experience and can impact people’s
desire and decision to engage with and spend
time in cities, towns and activity centres.
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Resolving or mitigating car parking frustration does
not simply reside with a solution of building more
parking. That creates its own problems. When not
done correctly, introducing more and more parking
compromises cities by cannibalising land that could
otherwise be used for alternative purposes that
contribute to a thriving environment and community.
The key is to create better parking and to do so
in a way that invests in the success of our cities and
activity centres as well as the communities who
engage with these place.
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What Makes a
Great City?
In the book What Makes a Great City, Alexander Garvin
answers the question with one simple word: people.
People make a great city.
Global cities expert Ludo Campbell-Reid echoes
this thought: “Cities are not Machines. Instead they
are living, breathing organisms with human traits…
People are the lifeblood, and distinctive culture and
environment are its DNA and personality.”
The most fundamental element of cities are its people
— and this should be at the forefront when addressing
parking. It follows that in supporting the notion of what
makes a great city, there is a need for an increasing
orientation toward human elements being more
important than parking elements.
For towns and activity centres, wider footpaths, more
cycling infrastructure, pedestrian only spaces, increased
seating / dining areas and reduced car traffic and parking
are taking hold as attributes that will drive visitation.
Figure 1 below shows an example from Edinburgh (UK)
where the provision of parking ranks significantly lower in
importance than many other human elements of the centre
(and indeed does not feature in the top 5 responses).

Creating a ‘HumanCentred Parking’ System
‘Human-Centred Parking’ is a concept that goes
beyond considering the simple parking requirements
of a vehicle. Rather it considers the vitally important
experience, needs and mindset of a person
interchanging between journey and destination.
Parking Segments
To create a human-centred parking system, we need to
recognise that parking serves different user segments
which have very different requirements from their
parking experience.

Figure 1: Parking Perceptions

These segments reflect the mindset of drivers when
tackling the parking task. In reality it is often not
considered but is widely varied. For example:
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 A driver entering an airport seeking a parking space
with 15 minutes until their flight boards
 S
 omeone arriving at a hospital to see a family member
 A worker turning up to the office for the day
 A family tackling the shopping at Christmas

In car-dominated Australia, it is naive to presume we can
simply make our city and town centres thrive by removing
car parking. There is still a need for car parks, but we need
them to be better. Creating a ‘Human-Centred Parking’
approach is required to balance competing user needs,
frustrations and still create a great city.
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 A couple going out for dinner
While there are only a certain number of ways to
physically design a car parking aisle and space, often
journey needs are different. Further the clarity and
level of information they require will differ as will their
tolerance levels until they reach their frustration point.
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Car Parking as an Interchange
The beginning of a parking event occurs when a driver
arrives at the boundary of their destination (for example the
general commercial area boundary of an activity centre or
shopping centre). This component could be called the ‘end
of trip journey’.
The end of trip journey has several components, as
illustrated in Figure 2:
 The search and circulation of the vehicle trying to
find a parking space
 The action of entering a parking space, and
 The walking journey from parking space to the
intended final destination.

Drivers are often willing to compromise on certain
components of the journey to achieve the best overall
outcome. For example, some drivers will opt to park
further away from their destination and walk if they
know that they will immediately find space in that
area. The rationale is that this is potentially quicker
than circulating for a closer park and/or less stressful.
On the other hand, some drivers will have different
preferences, preferring to circulate for a longer period
to find a space closer to their destination to minimise
the walking component.
The key to accommodating this range of preferences
is providing reliable information to enable drivers to
make informed decisions as early as possible on the
configuration of their end of trip journey.
Treating car parking as an interchange assists to
visualise the components that make up the parking
task. In an activity centre setting this includes:

Figure 2: End of Trip Journey

 Element 1: Wayfinding information to get drivers
to parking locations (User — Driver)
 Element 2: Wayfinding within the car park to find
a parking space (User — Driver)
 Element 3: Wayfinding to reach the final destination
(User — Pedestrian).

Figure 3: Interchange Elements

The end of journey is important, as it can dramatically
influence the impression a driver has of the destination
irrespective of the rest of their experience. If significant
delays and other frustrations occur during the ‘end of
trip journey’, this will impact a drivers’ first (upon arrival)
and last (when leaving) experience of their visit.

“
1

The key to is to provide
reliable information that
enables drivers to make
informed decisions as
early as possible
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”

It is noted that in some instances specific provisions need to be put in place such as disabled parking where long walking distances cannot be tolerated.
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Designing for Humans
The traditional approach of designing car parks begins
with identifying the required number of spaces and
how to circulate and access parking spaces. In this
scenario, pedestrian networks and links are relegated
to left over space and land, or become virtually nonexistent, creating safety risks and issues as well as less
enjoyable user experiences.
The pedestrian component of a parking or ‘end of trip
journey’ represents the most vulnerable component
and needs to be designed with the same, if not greater,
care to vehicle circulation.
Designing a human-centred parking system must
therefore flip the design process, and be prepared
to potentially compromise the amount of parking
provided.
Figure 4 identifies an effective car parking design
process that creates layers upon which designs can be
constructed and compromises judged.
Figure 4: Flipping the Parking Design Approach

LAYER 1
PEDESTRIANS

LAYER 2
VEHICULAR CIRCULATION

LAYER 3
PARKING SPACE ACCESS

LAYER 4
PARKING QUANTUM

Allocating Parking in a Way That Makes Sense
The allocation of parking within an activity centre is
important to manage the competing needs of users.
Parking allocations can relate to: need (e.g. disabled,
families with small children and prams); purpose (e.g.
loading/unloading, pick-up/drop-off); or duration
(short, medium and long stay).
A key influence in determining the appropriate
allocations of parking is the consideration of walking
distances between parking location and destination.
This is primarily a function of time to be spent at the
destination and any mobility needs.
Minimising drivers' frustrations through the provision of
parking that meets their trip purpose and tolerances is
important to creating an experience which aligns with
their expectations.
It is therefore important to set allocations (for good
reason), clearly communicate the reasons for such
allocations and ensure people comply with them.
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Creating enforcement where drivers know that there
is high chance of being fined (if not adhering to the
restrictions) also removes the ‘I’m just unlucky’ feeling
when returning to find a fine on the windscreen. Where
there is certainty of the outcome, greater acceptance
exists of the implications for non-compliance.
Achieving such a system is contingent on the clarity
of the message and commitment to the enforcement
task. To achieve this, clarity of the system (signage,
advertising and education), desired outcomes
(compliance and turnover of parking) and noncompliance outcomes (fine value) must be clearly
communicated to all involved.
Technologies continue to enable an ‘enforcement with
certainty’ system to exist without requiring excessive
resource allocations.
Parking and Low-Rise Urban Form
Many urban centres have been created using a ‘predict
and provide’ parking model resulting in significant
parking facilities on individual sites dispersed across
an activity centre. The result is increased distances
between land uses, increased vehicle conflict with
numerous vehicle crossing points and in some
instances excessive parking.

Enforcement with Certainty
While parking enforcement can be a frustration to
drivers within an activity centre, it is vitally important to
reducing the frustrations of those who adhere to the
defined system.
Enforcement is important to ensure that parking
allocations are adhered to and broader parking
experiences are positive and consistent. Parking
defined for specific users is not done lightly, reflecting
differing tolerances that drivers have (as discussed
above). As such the concept of ‘enforcement with
certainty’ is a good approach to create expectations
which minimise driver frustrations across the board.
Creating enforcement where drivers know that there is
a high chance of being fined for parking for too long in
a space enhances the allocation principles of parking
and keeps spaces turning over and available.
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While the ideal scenario is to create consolidated car
parking facilities on the periphery of centres, enabling
a pedestrian focus within the inner core; in many
established centres this is not possible or feasible in the
short term as land-use and ownership is ‘locked’.
Dealing with this reality, several key actions can be
considered to ensure a pedestrian and human focus:
 Create effective wayfinding along the route that
identifies destinations, distances and travel time for
pedestrians
 Create an attractive and engaging urban design that
integrates pedestrian movements with land uses
 Create pedestrian crossings and linkages to
minimise walking distances and break down barriers
such as major roads, rail lines and watercourses
 Provide suitable lighting to enable both day and
night use, and
 Create shelter and shade to enable use during all
whether conditions.
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Harnessing Technology
Technology has an important role progressing
human-centred parking. The use of dynamic parking
wayfinding systems and mobile apps have the ability
to direct users to available parking spaces quicker than
ever before and with the certainty of parking availability
that enables users to decide whether to circulate for
a more convenient space or compromise and ‘take’ a
space that is immediately available.
In ground Parking Overstay Detection Systems (PODS)
provide the ability to increase the certainty of the
enforcement task — both from the enforcing organisation
and user knowledge. Meanwhile smart phone payment
technology has the ability to provide greater flexibility
to users by sending reminders of an imminent overstay
and enable appropriate action to be taken, or at least
awareness and choice regarding the risk of enforcement
consequences.

‘Human-Centred Parking’
— an Oxymoron?
At the outset, the term ‘human-centred parking’ could
well be considered an oxymoron.
‘Human-centred parking’ however is not simply a
concept that should be considered, but rather are a
necessity to ensure that parking facilities do not detract
from creating great places that are about serving people.
To achieve this, a reorientation of the design process
must occur. Creating a new hierarchy of car parking
design with pedestrians first is critical to enable an
understanding of where compromises to a humancentred approach are being made and can be judged.
Creating certainty and understanding of car parking
choices and trade-offs is key to reducing frustrations
which too often dominate and impact the parking
experience and journey, and ultimately our liveability.
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